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Can you think of an animal for every letter of the alphabet? In this ABC book, young children will

meet a parade of exotic and familiar creatures and their babies, and learn the upper and lower case

letters of the alphabet. With bright and distinctive illustrations done in Stephanie Bauer's

child-friendly style.
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I teach kindergarten, and this alphabet book with its bright bold illustrations and repetitive text is

WONDERFUL! This is a must have for all preschoolers and Kindergarteners....they will want to read

it again and again! But best of all they will learn lowercase letters. I was so glad to find the counting

book, also by Blackstone/Bauer....another winner!

My almost two year old daughter loves this book as well as Counting Cockatoos and Octopus

Opposites. She knows almost all the animals and "reads" the book to me sometimes. My husband

and I really like the illustrations in these books.

We read this book several times a day. It is a huge hit with my 2 1/2 year old.

It's a cute book with interesting drawings but there are some strange animals they use for certain



letters. It makes for an interesting read as you try to come up with sounds for animals you've never

heard of.

The book wasn't in the condition I expected. There were ripped pages in it that had been taped and

there were pages that were torn at the bottom that had not been mended. It is a darling book but the

condition was not worth the investment.

I have interesting nieces and nephews; they like good things with a twist of originality to them, and

this little book just suits them. Loose vivid illustration of unusual choices from the animal kingdom

make it fun for both baby and parent. It was a hit.

My daughter and I enjoy reading this book each night. She is not even two and can read it to me!

The book is large print pictures are pretty and we really love the rhyming!! Thanks!!

My granddaughter was having problems with her alphabet. This book is helping her to see what the

letter is and what animal starts with that letter. It's a great book.
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